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After spending the last three seasons in a coma, Archer is finally ready to wake up and return to the spy game in season 11 and we have all the details on how you can watch it online or on TV from anywhere. Archer first aired on FX all the way back in 2009 before moving to FXX in 2017 and the
animated sitcom has seen a lot of changes throughout its 10 season run so far. What started out as a show that followed the exploits of a dysfunctional intelligence agency and its agents, changed drastically back in season 7 when its main character, Sterling Mallory Archer (voiced by H. Jon Benjamin),
fell into a coma after being shot. The show's creator Adam Reed used Archer's coma as a chance to explore different genres using the same cast of characters which led to Archer: Dreamland, Archer: Danger Island and Archer: 1999. Source: Pat Saperstein We've seen Archer, his ex-girlfriend and now
baby mama Lana Kane, his mother Mallory, Pam, Ray, Cyril, Cheryl and the rest of the characters in a noir-esque Los Angeles, on a South Pacific island and even in space but now the show will be returning to its roots for season 11. However, things will be a bit different at the International Secret
Intelligence Service this season as while Archer was dreaming, the rest of the team was working on being more professional. In fact, Mallory Archer herself has even instituted a no-drinking on-duty policy. Whether you're a long time fan of FXX's hit animated series or you just want to tune in to see what's
it all about, we'll show you how to get an Archer live stream from wherever you are in the world. Archer season 11 - When and where? Season 11 of Archer will premiere on FXX with two new back-to-back episodes on Wednesday, September 16 at 10 pm ET/PT. There will be a total of eight episodes this
season and new episodes will air every Wednesday at 10pm ET/PT on FXX. How to watch Archer from anywhere We have all the details on how you can watch Archer in the U.S., Canada, UK and Australia further down in this guide. However, if you want to watch season 11 of the show when you're
away from home, then you'll likely run into problems as your domestic coverage online from abroad will be geo-blocked. That's where one of the best VPNs (Virtual Private Network) can really come in handy. They allow you to virtually change the IP address of your laptop, tablet or mobile to one that's
back in your home country which will let you watch as if you were back there. VPNs are incredibly easy to use and have the added benefit of providing you with an additional layer of security when surfing the web. There are also a lot of options but we recommend ExpressVPN as our top pick due to its
speed, security and ease of use. The service can even be used on a wide array of operating systems and devices (e.g. iOS, Android, Smart TVs, Fire TV Stick, Roku, game consoles, etc). Sign up for ExpressVPN now and enjoy a 49% discount and 3 months FREE with an annual subscription. You can
even test it out for yourself thanks to the service's 30-day money back guarantee. Looking for more options? Here are some other VPNs that are on sale right now. No matter where in the world you may be, a VPN is one of the easiest ways to watch Archer. Get in on this deal now! See latest price at
ExpressVPN How to watch Archer in the U. S. If you live in the US and have a cable subscription, you'll be able to watch Archer every Wednesday at 10pm ET/PT on FXX. You can also stream Archer online via FXX's website but you will need to login with the credentials from your cable provider to do so.
Not interested in signing up for cable just to watch the latest season of Archer? Don't worry as there are now a number of streaming services, all at different price points, that will give you access to FXX so you can watch Archer online. We've listed a few of our favorites below to make things easier for you.
Hulu with Live TV - $54.99 per month - As well as giving you access to FXX, the service also includes its own Hulu Originals and supports a wide variety of streaming devices. YouTube TV - $65 per month - YouTube TV gives you access to FXX as well as over 70 other TV channels and a free 7-day trial
is available. AT&T TV Now - $65 per month - AT&T TV Now may be more expensive than the competition but in addition to FXX you also get access to HBO with your plan. The service allows you to watch over 45 live TV channels and you can also record up to 20 hours of content using its cloud DVR.
Sling TV - $30 per month - In order to get access to FXX, you'll have to sign up for Sling TV's Sling Blue package as well as the service's Hollywood Extra package for an additional $5 per month. The service also lets you watch on three screens simultaneously and record live TV with its Cloud DVR. Hulu
is your best bet While you can watch Archer live as it airs on FXX with Hulu with Live TV, new episodes of the show will also be made available on Hulu the day after they air this season. You can actually save a lot by signing up for Hulu instead of Hulu with Live TV as the streaming service costs just
$5.99 per month with commercials and $11.99 per month ad-free. You will have to watch new episodes a day after they air on TV but if you can avoid spoilers, this could be a great option for you. Live stream Archer online in Canada, the UK and Australia Unfortunately for viewers outside of the U.S., the
only way to watch Archer season 11 at the moment is on FXX. However, you can still catch up on seasons 1-10 of the show right now as they are available on Netflix in Canada, the UK and Australia. Season 11 will likely come to to the streaming service once all eight episodes have aired on FXX just like
with previous seasons. If you can't wait to watch Archer season 11 though, you can always grab a VPN and follow the steps we've outlined above. We may earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. The final season of The Vampire Diaries is coming to an end, and, with it, the show's
long and fascinating history. TWD went from a teen-aimed soap opera to one of TV's most addictive and enjoyable supernatural dramas. While the major cast departures have changed the series significantly since its heyday, you can't discount that even though The Vampire Diaries won't return after
Season 8, it helped usher in an era of more widely accepted genre shows on TV. The Vampire Diaries premiered in 2009, before The Walking Dead, before The Strain, before Game of Thrones. Even though it was "just" a soapy show on the CW, it was actually a very important trailblazer. And the
Vampire Diaries series finale is going to reward the show's fans, according to creator and executive producer Julie Plec. She told Variety, "It felt right, you know? The reason that we decided to actually end it in the first place was that the themes in the season were so specific to an ending." That's right,
while other shows on the network have continued far past their eighth seasons, the team behind TVD decided to wrap things up. Writing in Stefan's wedding, bringing Nina Dobrev back for the finale, and making an episode that she promised will make even the most casual fan tear up, "it’s a show that
ends with a sense of what peace means, and that was on purpose. So I hope people enjoy that," Plec said. The Vampire Diaries will be missed now that it's ending, but there are plenty of shows that have followed its lead, blending supernatural elements with a character-based drama. Fans can watch
these in TVD's stead.The OriginalsThis spinoff of TVD is the natural jumping off point for fans looking for another series to watch. SupernaturalIt's been more than a decade and the Winchester brothers are still somehow finding new adventures and new monsters to destroy. Over the years, the show's
creative inspiration has resulted in some outstanding seasons, and some where it's just fun to hang out with the characters. But no show has fans as passionate as this one, and therefore it's a stalwart, self-aware addition to the network. iZombieThis CW series has a real sense of humor about its premise
that a normal young woman is trying to hide that she's a zombie. Sounds not unlike the idea of a bunch of vampires' age old blood feuds swarming the local high school. Midnight, TexasAnd, a new series for you — Midnight, Texas is planned as a midseason series from NBC that's set in the True Blood
universe. Let The Right One InThe adaptation of the film of the same name (in the original Swedish) received a pilot order from TNT in fall 2016. Hopefully, the adaptation stands up to the haunting, original vampire tale about a young, inhuman girl who falls in love with a lonely outsider.Hemlock
GroveAnd, finally, this supernatural series got the go-ahead for more from Netflix. The first season was a little spotty, but Netflix makes some great shows, and maybe Hemlock Grove will have an uptick that will take it from guilty pleasure to no guilt necessary at all. So while The Vampire Diaries is over,
there's plenty of other shows you can watch that will more than make up for its absence. Digital Trends may earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. Matt Groening’s second animated series, Futurama, may not have lasted nearly as long as its earthbound older sibling The Simpsons,
but to be fair nothing has. The Simpsons has been running steady since 1989, but Futurama, which launched a decade later, did enjoy a healthy total run of seven years on Fox and Comedy Central and possesses its fair share of loyal, lasting followers. (The tireless Groening currently has a third show,
the fantasy Disenchantment, currently active on Netflix.) While the animated sci-fi comedy has been off the air for seven years now, thanks to the abundance of today’s streaming platform options, it’s easier than ever for viewers to gain continued access to television shows from the past — which
fortunately includes being able to watch Futurama online. The series takes place in 31st-century New New York, where Fry, an orange-haired pizza delivery boy wakes up after being cryogenically frozen à la Han Solo for 1,000 years. Futurama follows his adventures navigating a strange new world while
now working for a different kind of delivery service called Planet Express. Not long after the show’s cancellation, it was memorialized in a 2014 Simpsons episode called “Simpsorama;” both shows are popular fixtures in today’s increasingly vast streaming realm. Created By: Matt Groening Cast: Billy
West, Katey Sagal, John DiMaggio, Tress MacNeille Number of Seasons: 7 Watch Free On Hulu How to watch Futurama online in the U.S. As of now, Hulu is the best destination for streaming Futurama. All 140 episodes, running 21-23 minutes each, and organized as seven seasons, can be viewed on
the Disney-owned platform. For users new to the service, Hulu offers a generous 30-day free trial, allowing plenty of time to decide if the service is worth the $6 0r $12 a month it would cost after the complimentary period. The $6 Basic service comes with limited ads, while the $12, much preferable,
Premium option is ad-free. Hulu also offers a test period for their packages that comes with Hulu Live TV ($55 with ads or $61 without), and have assorted bundles with Disney+ and ESPN that do not currently come with trial offers. At the end of May, Hulu added a Watch Party feature where subscribers
can invite friends (over age 18) to view and chat about movies and television shows together, so why not try to make an event of it, instead of bingeing Futurama alone? Additional alternatives for watching Futurama online include heading directly over to Comedy Central, where cable subscribers can
either log in using their provider’s info to access assorted episodes, or opt for a little free 24-hour sampling via Comedy Central’s website. Additionally, select episodes from the first two seasons are available through FuboTV, a sports and live TV focused service, which offers a free weekly trial, and
DirecTV (no trial). Purchase-to-download options are always worth considering too. Customers can take their pick from iTunes, Google Play Movies, Vudu, Amazon Prime Video, and FandangoNOW for $5-$10 per season and $1-$3 per episode. And for a bargain seemingly priced for the past, not the
future, iTunes and Google Play also offer the entire series of Futurama for just $50. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may
be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to check that they are still in effect before making a purchase.Digital Trends may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations HBO HBO’s Game of Thrones returns for
season eight on Sunday, April 14. The series broke piracy records because HBO once made it so difficult to watch online, requiring a cable TV subscription. Thankfully, that’s no longer the case. There are more ways than ever to watch the final season of Game of Thrones—and every other season, too if
you’re not caught up yet. This article focuses on solutions for people in the USA. Unfortunately, HBO restricts HBO Now and HBO Go to the US. You’ll have to look up how to get access to HBO in your country unless you want to get creative with VPNs and gift cards. HBO Now – $14.99 per month HBO
You can still get an HBO subscription through your cable TV provider, but that’s no longer the only option. Now, you can head to HBO’s website and subscribe to HBO Now for $14.99 a month—with a free seven-day trial. This subscription gives you access to the HBO Now applications on a wide variety
of platforms. Whatever TV, game console, phone, tablet, or computer you want to watch HBO on, HBO probably has an app. That includes Roku, Apple TV, Google Chromecast, Android TV, Amazon Fire TV, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Android, iPhone, iPad, and the HBO Now website on Windows PCs
and Macs. Through the app, you can watch Game of Thrones live as it airs. In the USA, that’s at 9 p.m. on Sunday.  You can also stream the entire Game of Throne series—and anything else offered by HBO—on demand after it airs, whether that’s later that night or the next day— as long as you can
avoid spoilers until then. Season 8 of Game of Thrones has six episodes, so you’ll only need two months of HBO Now to watch it. Heck, if you wait a week before watching the first episode and snag seven-day trial before paying for a month, you can watch the entire season for just the cost of one month.
That’s not a bad deal. If you feel more comfortable, you can also pay for HBO through Amazon Prime, Hulu, or the Roku Channel—all of these options will cost you the same $14.99 per month, however. HBO Go – If You Already Have a TV Subscription If you’re already paying for HBO as part of a cable
or other TV subscription in the USA, you can log into the HBO Go app to watch Game of Thrones and other HBO shows online. HBO Now and HBO Go are basically the same app, but HBO Go is the app you use if you pay for HBO through a cable provider in the traditional way. Buy Episodes – If You
Hate Subscriptions You can buy episodes of Game of Thrones just like any other show, but we expect season 8 won’t appear on various online stores until it’s finished airing. That makes this a poor choice if you want to watch along with everyone else. Entire Game of Thrones seasons are sold on stores
like Apple iTunes, Amazon.com, YouTube, and Google Play as well as other stores like the Microsoft Store and Walmart’s Vudu. They may be available for sale in countries outside the USA where you can’t subscribe to HBO Now, too. The full Game of Thrones series (without season 8) will set you back
$159.99 on iTunes, YouTube, or Google Play, while individual seasons will cost you between $20 and $25. These are prices in the US stores and will vary in other countries. Assuming season 8 costs about the same, buying Game of Thrones episodes would cost you about as much as paying for an
entire year of HBO Now. On the one hand, you can watch those episodes for years to come without paying for a subscription. On the other hand, your subscription gives you access to a wide variety of other shows and movies on HBO. Even if you’re already caught up and have watched season 7, it’ll be
cheaper to pay for a month of HBO Now than to buy season 8 by the time individual episodes are available for purchase.
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